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INTRODUCTION
Aanii, Biindigen (Hello, Welcome)
Thank you for joining CACUSS. My name is
Mark Solomon and I am honoured to serve as the
President of this amazing association.
You have just joined an association of hundreds of
Student Affairs professionals from across Canada,
that means hundreds of people who know what you do, you don’t have to
explain it to us.
We are community built upon our membership. As a member I have found
great solace in the friendships and relationships I have built with other members.
I cannot tell you that this will happen for you but I know we are better with you
in this association.
At anytime if you want to reach out to me, please feel free to contact me at
president@cacuss.ca. I am glad you are member, I can’t wait to see what
you will do with your membership.

Mark Solomon
Dean of Students and Indigenous Education, Seneca College
CACUSS President
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WHAT IS STUDENT AFFAIRS?
Student affairs, sometimes referred to as student services, is a department
or division within post-secondary institutions that focuses on holistic student
support and provides services and programs to help students learn and
succeed both inside and outside the classroom.
A wide variety of programs and services can fall under the umbrella of student
affairs, and these programs and services are typically grouped into functional
areas, more commonly known as departments or units.
Depending on the institution, what is considered to be student affairs can look
drastically different. Some functional areas may be under the umbrella of student affairs at one institution, and live somewhere else at a different institution.
Reporting structures may differ, functional areas may be combined in different
ways, and some functional areas may not exist at all. The size of and resources
allocated to a functional area may also be quite different depending on
the institution’s priorities.

ACADEMIC SUPPORT
Academic Advising
Helps students navigate academic choices, including course selection and
program/major selection, as well as academic issues, from probation to course
extensions. Some academic advising units administer early alert programs or
offer academic coaching. Depending on the institution, academic advising may
exist as a central unit, or be housed in faculties/departments.
Co-operative Education (Co-op)
Assists students completing optional and required work terms as part of their
program of study. Offices will develop partnerships with industry to create work
opportunities, assist students with job application preparation and workplace
readiness, and assess the learning and performance of students on work term.
SAMPLE PROMISING PROGRAMS
Watch for samples of promising programs from member institutions
featured throughout the guide.
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Career Services
Helps students prepare for and find employment both during and after
their degree. They offer support with choosing a career path and planning a
job search, and often host job fairs and online job posting boards. At some
institutions, career counsellors work within Career Services, while at other
institutions, they work for Counselling units. Co-op and Career Services
may be part of the same unit.
Learning Support and Strategies
Helps students develop the skills and strategies necessary to succeed at
academic work. They may offer tutoring services, study groups, drop-in writing,
math, or other clinics, individual and group sessions on study strategies, and
more. At some institutions, this functional area may be broken into multiple
units, and may be housed in academic departments or within the library.
QUEEN’S UNIVERSITY MAJOR MAPS
Major maps provide students with a guide through their degree program,
including providing major-specific advice on academics, extra-curriculars,
networking, international opportunities and career development.
queensu.ca/majormaps

CAMPUS LIFE OR STUDENT LIFE
Chaplaincy
Provides programming and one-on-one support to students from a variety
of religious faiths, and supports spiritual development. Chaplain’s offices are
often run in partnership or through agreements with local religious communities.
Commuter Student Programs
Supports students who are living off-campus by providing off-campus
housing listings, information, advocacy and advice regarding rental agreements,
landlord relationships, and roommate relationships, and programming and
facilities for commuter students, as well as liaising with the local community.
Commuter student programs may look drastically different between institutions
depending on the student population and location and can sometimes be
found as part of a housing department.
4
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Leadership Development
Helps students develop leadership skills, often through workshops, certificate
programs and conferences. Some Leadership Development units may work
closely with student groups to enhance their success.
Mentorship Programs
Matches students with another student, often with more experience at an
institution or in a program, in order to provide advice, guidance, and information.
Mentorship programs are often geared towards first-year students, matching
a new student with an upper-year student. Mentorship programs sometimes
match students with alumni or community members in order to gain
perspective on various career paths.
Orientation and First-year Experience
Welcomes new students into the institution and help ensure students have a
successful transition. Orientation units may run summer programs, welcome
programs such as orientation week or new student welcome, and administer
parent and family programs.
UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO’S
STUDENT EXPERIENCE MENTORSHIP PROGRAM
This unique mentorship program provides UofT staff and faculty with the
opportunity to be mentored by a student and learn more about the UofT
student experience.
studentlife.utoronto.ca/mpp/student-experience-mentorship-program

Service Learning/Community Engagement
Coordinates programs that connect students to community organizations both
locally and globally in order to facilitate learning opportunities that will benefit
both the student and the organization. Service-learning offices may also work
with faculty members to incorporate service-learning into classroom activities.
Student Communications
Coordinates communication with students on behalf of student affairs.
They often oversee newsletters, websites, and social media accounts, and
may provide graphic design services for other student affairs units. Student
5

Communications may be its own unit, or communications officers may be
embedded within other units.

Student Life
Student Life offices, sometimes labelled as student experience, development,
or success, coordinate social, educational, and cultural programming to
enhance the student experience. These offices may advise student clubs
and groups, develop and deliver training for student leaders, or provide
targeted programs for specific student populations. At many institutions,
staff working on commuter student, leadership, mentorship, orientation,
or service-learning programs work within a Student Life unit.

HEALTH AND WELLNESS
Accessibility Services
Works with students with a wide variety of disabilities to provide services
and supports that will allow them to thrive in the university environment, often
by setting up various accommodations. Accessibility Services offices often
oversee note-taking programs and exam centres and may provide access
to disability testing.
MEMORIAL UNIVERSITY’S CULTURE OF CARE
Culture of Care is a Student Life initiative that aims to positively impact student
experiences on campus by engaging the community in conversations about
diversity and equity. Initiatives have included screenings of I’m Not Racist…
Am I? and an I’ll Use Your Pronouns campaign.
mun.ca/student/equity/cultureofcare

Athletics and Recreation
Oversees varsity athletic programs, club sports, and recreational and fitness
programs, which commonly include intramurals and group fitness classes.
They also oversee athletic facilities on campus, such as sports fields, pools,
arenas, weight rooms, fitness studios, etc. Athletics and Recreation is not
always found as a part of a student affairs division, although this structure
is becoming more common.
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Counselling Services
Provides counselling and support to students with psychological and emotional
problems, such as depression, anxiety, relationship difficulties or substance
abuse. Most counselling units offer individual therapy sessions, group therapy
and support groups, and education to the broader community about mental
health and crisis response.
Health Care Services
Often acts as a student’s primary source of health care during their time at
university, providing treatment for illness or injury, on-site testing and vaccinations, walk-in clinics, and preventative health care information. They are typically
staffed by a combination of nurses and doctors, and may also have dietitians,
psychiatrists, or other health care practitioners on staff.
SIMON FRASER UNIVERSITY’S ACTIVE HEALTH PROGRAM
The Active Health Program is an interdisciplinary collaboration that
offers students with moderate to severe depression and anxiety the option
to supplement their treatment with exercise. Students are partnered
with personal trainers to participate in physical activity, and have
regular visits with a mental health nurse and a physician.
sfu.ca/students/health/explore/active-health-program

Health and Wellness Promotion
Promotes the concept of wellness, health, and active living, often covering
topics such as stress, substance use, sexual health, sleep, fitness, and
nutrition. Programming often includes workshops, displays, and awareness
campaigns, and is often delivered using a peer education model.
Sexualized Violence Prevention and Education
Supports survivors of sexualized violence, connects community members to
tools and resources, and engages the campus in programming to help build
a culture of consent. At some institutions, this office will be housed within an
Equity and Human Rights office.
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SUPPORTING EQUITY-SEEKING STUDENTS
Indigenous Student Services
Provides support and programming, including cultural activities, for
Indigenous students to enhance their success in post-secondary education.
Indigenous Student Services also often liaise and consult with local Indigenous
communities and may provide education and support to the rest of campus
on Indigenous issues.
Diversity and Equity Programs
Works to create an equitable and inclusive campus while supporting marginalized students through offering resources, workshops, supports and safe spaces.
Programs may support racialized and/or LGBTQ+ students, or may focus on a
more specific demographic. Diversity and Equity Programs may also been run
out of Equity and/or Human Rights Offices.
FIRST PEOPLES@SENECA’S MONTHLY A-LIST DRAW
Indigenous students who receive an A-grade on a project or assignment
have their names entered to win great prizes in a monthly draw. Students who
demonstrate hard work and dedication throughout the semester may also be
entered into the draw through a nomination process.
senecacollege.ca/student-services-and-support/first-peoples/services.html

International Mobility
Coordinates study abroad programs, creating opportunities for students to study
outside of their home institution through exchange agreements, and provides
pre-departure preparation and ongoing support for students heading abroad.
International Student Services
Provides support for international students to assist with the cultural and social
adjustment. This support often comes in the form of advising on immigration
and visa regulations, orientation programs, ongoing social events and activities,
health insurance programs, and conversation partner programs. International
Mobility programs may also be a part of International Student Services, or may
be a separate unit.
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ANCILLARY SERVICES
Ancillary Services is an umbrella term used to describe services that are
completely self-funded and receive no operating funds from the institution. At
many institutions, these services are grouped within a single reporting structure.

Conference Services
Responsible for operating a full-service conference centre within the institution,
including designing, marketing, coordinating and planning conferences and
special events on campus. While the focus of this unit is typically external
groups, they may work with internal groups in varying capacities.
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO’S ENTREPRENEURSHIP
RESIDENCE CONNECTION (WERC)
WERC is a community open to all students living in residence with mentors
(Entrepreneurs in Residence), resources, and events to help each student of the
community grow in their entrepreneurial skills and meet like-minded individuals.
uwaterloo.ca/housing/werc

Food Services
Provides the majority of the food on campus, including in residence meal halls
or cafeterias, campus retail outlets, vending machines, and event catering. Food
Services is often, although not always, contracted out to an outside provider.
Housing and Residence Life
Provides clean, safe, and educational learning environments for students
who choose to live on campus. They maintain buildings, process applications,
hire and train student staff, perform crisis management, and provide educational,
social, and cultural programming. Housing and Residence Life are sometimes
two separate departments, with housing primarily looking after room assignments and the facility, and Residence Life taking care of the educational side,
including residence staff, programming, and crisis management, or may
have split reporting structures. Housing and Residence Life services may
be contracted out to an outside provider; this is more common for colleges
than for universities.
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REGISTRARIAL SERVICES
Financial Aid and Awards
Connects students with available funding options, including facilitating the
application and selection process for scholarships and bursaries, assisting with
federal or provincial student aid programs, and providing advice and support
to students in financial difficulty. Some Financial Aid offices also oversee workstudy programs, often in partnership with Career Services. Financial Aid and
Awards may report to a Registrar’s Office outside of Student Affairs.
Admissions and Recruitment
Promotes the institution to prospective applicants and manages the
application process, including reviewing applications and communicating
offers of admission. Recruitment activities often involve campus tours, high
school visits, campus open houses, one-on-one meetings, liaising with high
school guidance counsellors, and the development of marketing material.
Admissions and Recruitment is often found as one unit, but may also be found
as two separate departments. Admissions and Recruitment may also report to
a Registrar’s Office instead of Student Affairs.
RED DEER COLLEGE’S MAKERSPACE
The Makerspace is a place where students can envision and create while
sharing ideas, knowledge and equipment, and allows students to learn through
doing and making. The space includes equipment for robotics, 3D printing,
video and audio recording, and more.
rdc.ab.ca/future-students/student-life/makerspace

Registrar’s Office
Responsible for maintaining student’s academic records, course scheduling
and registration, the collection of grades and issuing of transcripts, and convocation ceremonies. Depending on the institution, a Registrar’s Office may also be
responsible for student ID cards, posting and collecting tuition and student fees,
admissions and recruitment, and financial aid. The Registrar’s Office may be a
part of student affairs, or may exist outside of student affairs and report directly
to the President or Provost.
10
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OTHER
Assessment
Assessment offices work to help units across student affairs gather information
about students, evaluate programs and services, as assess student learning
outcomes. Currently in Canada, assessment offices are rare, although some
institutions may employ one individual, often as part of the executive team,
who oversees assessment efforts.
UNIVERSITY OF MANITOBA’S
FIRST SIX WEEKS EMAIL PROGRAM
Delivered to each first-year students’ myumanitoba inbox starting the first full
week of classes, the first six weeks program is an online guide which directs
students to the key supports, resources and opportunities available to first-year
students. Each week will highlight a unique theme which will connect students
to specific campus supports and opportunities necessary to develop the skills
and strategies required for a successful university experience.
umanitoba.ca/u1/first-six-weeks

Judicial Affairs
Oversees non-academic misconduct for students, and often helps to
develop conduct-related policies. They meet with and advise students
accused of violating policies, investigate accusations, and determine
appropriate sanctions. Judicial Affairs offices maintain due process, and
many employ case workers to help students navigate the conduct process.

NOTE
The categories/descriptions above are meant to give a general description
and overview and may not reflect exactly what your departments cover
on your campus. Think we missed the mark or forgot to include something?
Let us know!
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INTRODUCTION TO CACUSS
HISTORY
1946

Several counselling services units at Canadian universities, set up to
assist returning veterans, came together under the name University
Advisory Services.

1951

University Advisory Services was renamed the University Counselling
and Placement Association (UCPA) to recognize the expanded
functions that many counselling centres had taken on.

Late
1960s

UCPA becomes the University Career Planning Association,
which focused its efforts on counselling, but also had a division
of Student Affairs.

1966

Separate from UCPA, an informal association of student affairs
professionals began to meet and share ideas, and became the
Council of Associations of University Student Personnel Services
(CAUSPS). CAUSPS had several autonomous divisions:
The Canadian Student Affairs Association (CSAA), The Canadian
College Health Services Association (CCHSA) and the Canadian
University and College Counselling Association (CUCCA).

1973

Discontent within the membership of CAUSPS led to reorganization,
and this reorganization led to the beginning of CACUSS! The three
divisions were retained.

1978/79 A fourth of CACUSS was created, the Canadian Association of
Student Financial Administrators (CASFA).
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1989

CACUSS publishes a foundational position paper, The Mission of
Student Services, outlining the values, responsibilities, and functions
of the student affairs field.

1990

The first edition of Communiqué is released, replacing The Bulletin
as a central publication.
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1997/98

CACUSS celebrates its 25th Anniversary.

1999

The Canadian Association of Disability Service Providers in
Post-Secondary Education (CADSPPE) becomes the fifth division
of CACUSS.

2001

CASFA leaves CACUSS and forms a separate organization.

2003

The National Aboriginal Student Services Association (NASSA)
becomes the newest division of CACUSS.

2007

The Canadian Academic Integrity and Student Judicial Association
(CAISJA) joins CACUSS as a new division. This division later changed
its name to the Student Conduct and Academic Integrity Association
(SCAIA).

2008

The CACUSS Identity project is launched with the goal of charting
a path forward for CACUSS.

2011

CACUSS hires its first Executive Director to oversee the operations
of the association.
CACUSS publishes Leaders in Learning: Student Affairs in Canada
in the 21st Century & Implications for the Canadian Association
of College & University Student Services, a paper that aimed to
position both the field of student affairs and CACUSS itself in
the context of the 21st century

2015

CACUSS moves away from a divisional structure and creates
Communities of Practice.

2016

The CACUSS competencies are released, outlining the knowledge,
skills, abilities, and attitudes that all student affairs professionals
require in order to effectively serve students.
CACUSS hires its first full-time employee, the Manager, Professional
Development and Member Engagement.

2017

CACUSS launches a new online community engagement
platform to facilitate member communication and collaboration.
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OVERVIEW
CACUSS is a professional association that represents and serves those
individuals who work in student affairs and services at Canadian post-secondary
institutions. The organization works to advance the student affairs and services
profession in Canada, and to provide members with access to leading edge,
innovative knowledge and best practices.
As a membership-driven organization, CACUSS is truly your professional
association. While the organization does have several paid staff members who
coordinate activities and initiatives, it is overseen by a membership-based Board
of Directors, all Communities of Practice are volunteer-run, and all committees
consist of volunteer members.
CACUSS is always growing and developing in order to best meet the needs
of its members. Currently, CACUSS is focusing on the following five strategic
priorities:

1
2
3
14

Professional Development
CACUSS is working to increase and strengthen its professional
development offerings by providing increased support to the
Communities of Practice, introducing additional institutes, webinars
and other resources, and promoting the use of the CACUSS
Competencies.

Knowledge, Research & Insight
Currently, much of the knowledge and research about student affairs
comes from the U.S. CACUSS would like to increase knowledge of
Canadian student affairs and services by supporting new and existing
member-driven research.
Inclusive Membership
CACUSS is working to ensure all student affairs professionals in
Canada find value in a CACUSS membership, including those in
the francophone community, members from institutions other than
universities, and members from all corners of the country.
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4
5

Impact of the Profession
As student affairs practitioners, we know the value of the work we do.
CACUSS is working to ensure that those outside the profession also
understand the role, function, and value of the profession. A part of this
work will involve enhancing the opportunities available to educate and
train student affairs professionals more formally.
Advocacy and Influence
CACUSS will develop systems and strategies for supporting member’s
advocacy interests for change in policy, practice, and priorities for
students in post-secondary education.

CACUSS is committed to ensuring that equity, diversity and inclusion,
Indigenization and health and wellness are at the center of all its work.
Association activities will appropriately include, reflect and represent Indigenous
perspectives and contribute to reconciliation and decolonization, and will
intentionally build and support healthy living and working environments.

OFFERINGS
Many of CACUSS’s initiatives and activities focus on providing professional
development opportunities for its membership, such as the annual conference,
institutes, webinars and communities of practice. More information of professional development opportunities can be found in the next section. However,
CACUSS also offers the following initiatives:

Job Board
Whether you’re looking for a new job, or are looking to hire someone to fill
a role, the CACUSS job board, which contains job postings from institutions
across the country, is a great place to go. The job board is hosted on
the CACUSS website.
Awards
To recognize significant achievements, best practices in our field, and
contributions to student affairs in Canada, CACUSS gives out a number of
different awards every year: Award of Honour, Life Membership, Leader in
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Learning Award, New & Emerging Professionals Award, Excellence in
Inclusion (new for 2020), Collaborative Parnership Award (new for 2020),
Innovation Award, Student Leadership Award, Award of Service, and
Volunteer Recognition Awards.

Grants
The CACUSS Conference Bursary supports professionals with limited
professional development budgets by covering the cost of registration for
the CACUSS Annual Conference. Registration bursaries for other events
may also be available, depending on the event.

Research
CACUSS created its first research agenda in 2018 with the goal of providing
relevant, reliable, and valued knowledge about Canadian student affairs and
services. The research agenda will lead and support projects and initiatives
that provide a return on investment for members and have direct relevance for
practice, and currently focuses on three broad themes: supporting the success
of a diverse and changing student, the student affairs and services profession
in Canada, and emerging issues for student affairs and services.
Communiqué
Communiqué is a professional magazine for student services professionals
that is produced by CACUSS three times each year. The magazine contains
updates from the association, scholarly articles, and showcases successful
programs and initiatives. All CACUSS members are encouraged to submit
to Communiqué.

16
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PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
OVERVIEW OF OPPORTUNITIES
In the field of student affairs, there is always more to learn. Shifts in
institutional priorities, new legislation, changing student demographics,
advances in technology, and emerging best practices mean if you’re not
learning, you’re likely being left behind. CACUSS offers a number of different
professional development opportunities that we encourage you to take
advantage of:

Annual Conference
The annual CACUSS Conference is the largest gathering of student affairs and
services professional in Canada. The conference brings together professionals
from across the country to share best practices, research, and programs related
to student learning, success, and wellness through educational wworkshops,
keynote speakers, poster presentations, and more. The conference is typically
held in June, and moves to a different location every year.

CACUSS Community Engagement Platform (community.cacuss.ca)
An online community engagement platform, the CACUSS Community
provides a platform to engage with colleagues, share best practices, access
resources, and more. Accessible to only CACUSS members, the platform
hosts discussion boards open to the entire membership, and discussion
boards for each Community of Practice. The platform also hosts a blog
section that anyone can contribute to.
17

Webinars
With members scattered across the country, webinars are a key tool for
sharing information. Webinars are sometimes hosted as part of a series
or may be standalone. Many Communities of Practice also host webinars
specifically for their community.

Institutes
Institutes are intensive multi-day, in-person events with a specific focus.
All attendees participate in the same workshops and sessions, and often
make progress on a specific project, or complete a capstone project. CACUSS
currently offers the following institutes (these are 2019 examples, check our
website for upcoming offerings!):
New Professionals Institute: expand your understanding of core issues,
competencies, and the context of the student affairs and services profession.
While designed with new professionals in mind, the institute is open to all
professionals, including hoses new to the profession and with new or
changing responsibilities.
CACUSS Institute for Projects, Teams and Change: develop as a criticallyreflective project and people management practitioner within student affairs and
services. Participants will focus on developing intermediate and advanced skills
in the following CACUSS competencies: post-secondary acumen; leadership,
management/administration; strategic planning, research, and assessment.
Assessment Institute: develop the essential assessment knowledge and skills
to be able to develop and execute quality assessment plans on your campus.

18
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Student Conduct Institute: apply fundamental skills related to student conduct
investigations and adjudication while gaining a deeper understanding of contextual factors related to the process of student conduct, including due process,
complex cases, and various pathways to resolutions.
Law and Policy Institute: explore the processes related to policy development,
legal constructs, and compliance issues through the lens of student affairs
professional practice, and develop the skills to be able to participate in the
development of institutional policies and practices.

Monographs
Monographs are works of writing, like short books, that focus on a single
subject, or an aspect of a single subject. Monographs allow the author to
explore a topic in depth, and often present primary research and original
scholarship. All CACUSS publications are available on the CACUSS
website, and some are free of cost.

SA-Exchange
SA-Exchange is an open online space created to nurture ideas and support
Canadian student affairs scholarship and practice. The goal is for the platform
to be an online space that will tell the story of our field and help us to share
stories, and conceptualize issues on a national scale.
The platform currently consists of a blog, a discussion space, and a social
media presence, and is overseen by Ryerson Student Affairs in partnership
with CACUSS.
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COMMUNITIES OF PRACTICE
CACUSS Communities of Practice (CoPs) are the formal professional
communities of the association, and a great entry point to the association
for new members. Each community is made up of a group of people who
share a common interest in a topic and want to create and share knowledge
and to support each other. Communities of Practice also create resources
and opportunities for the professional development of their members, foster
and promote relevant research, and work to identify and share trends, issues,
and best practices. CACUSS currently has 24 CoPs:
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Aboriginal Student Services Assembly (NASSA)
Academic Learning
Accessibility and Inclusion
Advising
Campus Mental Health
Co-Curricular Record
Community Engaged Learning
Digital Communications in Higher Education
Equity-Seeking Groups
Graduate Student Network
Graduate/Second Entry Students
Housing Network
Internationalization in Student Affairs
Leadership Educators
Orientation, Transition, & Retention
Post-Secondary Student Counselling
Research, Assessment, and Evaluation
Sexual Violence Prevention/Response
Spirituality and Religious Pluralism
Student Case Managers
Student Conduct
Student Health
Student Peer Support Programs
Students with Family Responsibilities
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GET INVOLVED
Getting involved in CACUSS is a great way to contribute to the field of student
affairs beyond the four walls of your institution. By becoming involved, you will
build relationships with colleagues across the country, develop skills and
knowledge, and shape and influence knowledge and resources in your
area of expertise and/or the profession.

Communities of Practice (CoPs)
All Communities of Practice have two co-chairs, and many have expanded
leadership teams. Co-chairs are responsible for liaising and communicating
with CoP members, representing the community at the Assembly of CACUSS
Communities, and providing leadership for the community.
Committees
CACUSS committees help determine the direction of the organization and
participate in the work required to make ideas come to life. Committees include
finance, professional development, policy, research, awards and Communiqué
editorial committees, as well as the national conference program committee.
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors, comprised of nine members, oversees the
association as a whole, is responsible for fiduciary oversight and the
development of strategy and policy, and has a legal duty to oversee the
management of stated objectives and activities. Directors are elected by the
membership, except for an appointed finance director.
Nominations, elections, and applications for all available positions typically
take place in the spring.
21

DEVELOPING COMPETENCIES
INTRODUCTION TO
CACUSS COMPETENCY FRAMEWORK
The term “student affairs professional” is quite broad, and refers to people
working in a wide variety of positions. Depending on the role, two different
student affairs professionals may require two different sets of skills. For
example, a career counsellor requires different skills and knowledge
than someone working in, say, health promotion.
At the same time, however, there are commonalities in the knowledge, skills,
abilities, and attitudes that all student affairs professionals require in order to
effectively serve students. The CACUSS Competency Framework aims to
identify and outline these commonalities.
The CACUSS Competency Framework was created by a small group
of Canadian student affairs professionals, through a consultative process
that all CACUSS members were encouraged to participate in. The CACUSS
competencies built on work previously done by other student affairs organizations (NASPA/ACPA and ACHUO-I), while taking into account
the Canadian context and priorities.
The Competency Framework outlines 11 competencies that all Canadian
student affairs professionals should have (see list below). Each competency
is made up of a combination of related knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes
divided into three levels: core, intermediate and advanced. The levels represent the progressive levels of knowledge, skills, abilities and attitudes required
throughout a career in student affairs, with each level building on the one prior.
Reading through the entire CACUSS Competency Framework can be
overwhelming, as there is a lot contained within the framework. However,
it’s important to remember that you’re not expected to be at the advanced
level in all competencies at the beginning of your career, and at any point in
time, you will have varied levels of expertise across the competencies.

22
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OVERVIEW OF COMPETENCIES
Communication
All student affairs professionals are required to communicate—with students,
colleagues, their supervisor, and sometimes with senior management. The
communication competency addresses the knowledge, skills, and dispositions
required to foster open communication, communicate effectively, and produce
informative, well-organized and well-written communications. It includes skills
such as active listening, public speaking, writing clearly and concisely, developing persuasive arguments, and leveraging technology for communication.

Emotional and interpersonal intelligence
A student affairs professional will find it difficult to be successful if they
are working in isolation from everyone else. This competency area refers to
the ability to perceive, control, and evaluate emotions in oneself, effectively
respond to emotions in others, and evaluate and develop effective and
productive working relationships with colleagues and students. This includes
demonstrating empathy, being aware of personal strengths and weaknesses,
contributing to a positive team culture, openness to feedback, developing
collaborative relationships, and coaching and motivating employees.
Intercultural fluency
The focus on internationalization in recent years has meant that our
campuses are becoming increasingly diverse. The intercultural competency
addresses the self-awareness, knowledge, skills and attitudes essential for
effective communication, relationship building, educating, advising, supervising
and community building within a diverse post-secondary setting. It includes
identifying one’s own cultural rules and biases, recognizing more than one
23

worldview, navigating cultural differences in verbal and non-verbal communication, asking questions and seeking out answers to complex questions
about other cultures, and creating policies, programs and processes
that address the needs of culturally diverse students.

Indigenous cultural awareness
Since the release of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s Final
Report, decolonization and indigenization have increasingly become topics of
conversation. This competency refers to knowledge, enhanced self-awareness,
and skills that will enable you to work respectfully with Indigenous students.
This includes examining your own cultural assumptions, beliefs, and attitudes,
using appropriate language, describing key aspects of colonial history, examining and addressing systemic issues and building positive relationships with
Indigenous students, faculty, staff, and communities.

Post-secondary acumen
While it’s important to understand our students, it’s also important to understand our institutions. This competency focuses on understanding institutions’
organizational and governance structures, and its intersections with government,
community and industry at all levels. More specifically, this competency requires
practitioners to understand relevant legal issues and develop corresponding
policies, understand and enhance the institution’s relationship with government,
understand how the institution is governed and how to work with governing
bodies to advance one’s work, and be able to consult and work with students,
staff, faculty, government and senior academic leaders to enhance programs,
services and supports for students.
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Equity, diversity and inclusion
Equity, diversity and inclusion is defined as both a process and a goal that
includes the knowledge, skills, and dispositions needed to create learning
environments that foster equitable participation of all groups and seeks to
address issues of accessibility, equity and inclusion, oppression, privilege
and power. This includes using inclusive language, advocating for principles
of universal design, understanding systems of oppression, privilege and power,
facilitating dialogue around issues of social justice, engaging in non-discriminatory hiring practices and teaching and advocating for inclusive and
equitable policies, practices and programs.

Leadership, management and administration
As you move up and progress in your career, leadership and management
skills become increasingly important. This competency includes the knowledge,
skills and dispositions required of a leader, with or without positional authority,
in addition to the management and administration knowledge, skills and
dispositions required to work effectively within post-secondary institutions.
Skills required include budgeting, managing both student and professional
staff and volunteers, being able to build teams and communities, effective
decision making based on sound evidence and theory, and developing and
promoting a shared vision.
Strategic planning, research and assessment
Our work is stronger when it’s carefully planned and thought out, and based on
research and data. This competency area focuses on the ability to design, conduct, critique and use various research and assessment methodologies, to use
assessment results to inform practice, and to shape the political and ethical
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climate surrounding strategic planning processes and uses in post-secondary
education. This includes utilizing project management techniques, designing
program and learning outcomes, conducting basic research and program
assessment, effectively interpreting and communicating data, and creating
a culture of evidence with the unit, division, and institution.

Student advising, support and advocacy
Students are at the centre of all the work we do in student affairs. This
competency addresses the knowledge, skills and dispositions related to
providing advising and support to individuals and groups through direction,
feedback, critique, referral and guidance. This includes establishing rapport
with students, facilitating reflection, appropriately challenging and supporting,
knowing and using referral sources, maintaining confidentiality, maintaining
boundaries, assessing developmental needs, managing conflict, and working
with students who are survivors of violence or have mental health concerns.
Student learning and development
Our institutions are centres of learning, and student affairs contributes to this
mission. This competency area includes the knowledge of student development
and learning theory, and the ability to apply theory to improve and inform student
services/affairs practice. Skills include identifying the strengths and limitations in
existing theories, understanding one’s own informal theories, assessing learning
outcomes, utilizing theory-to-practice models, constructing effective programs,
lesson plans and syllabi, and contributing to the development of new theories.
Technology and digital engagement
We don’t live in a paper world anymore. This competency area focuses on
the use of digital tools, resources and technologies for the advancement of
student learning, development, and success as well as the improved performance of SAS professional. This also includes the generation of digital literacy
and digital citizenship. Skills include troubleshooting basic software, hardware
and connectivity problems, appropriately utilizing social media and other digital
communications tools, critically assessing the accuracy of information, remaining
current on new technologies, modelling the legal, ethical and transparent
collection of data, supporting students in online and hybrid format courses
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and using local, national and global digital professional learning communities.
You can find the full competency document online:
cacuss.ca/resources/publications-and-webinars

WAYS TO DEVELOP COMPETENCIES
For professionals new to the field and wondering “what do I need to know?”,
the competencies serve as a good introduction to the field. For seasoned
professionals, the competencies serve as a guide for professional development.
While it’s important to remember that there is no one right way to use the
competency model, we do have a few suggestions:

Conduct a self-evaluation
Start by reading through the competency model slowly and assessing your
current level of competence. For each skill, attitude, or area of knowledge
listed, evaluate if it applies to you. Are there areas you feel solid in? Areas
where you feel you could improve, and that improvement would directly benefit
the students you serve? Are you looking to move forward or laterally
in your career, and do you have the competence to do so?
Talk to your supervisor/colleagues
Sometimes, the people you work with may be able to identify gaps in your
skills, attitude and knowledge that you overlook. Talk to your supervisor and
colleagues about the competencies and ask them what they see as your areas
of strength and development. There may even be some common areas for
development among your colleagues that you can work on together.
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Focus on two to three competencies at a time
Reading through the competencies can make you want to develop in all
the areas, all at once. However, spreading yourself too thin will likely result
in little progress in any area. Choose two to three competencies to focus on,
and then choose one to two skills, attitudes, or areas of knowledge within
those competencies. Select your competencies for development based on
areas of identified weakness, areas that will have an immediate impact on your
work and your students, or areas that will help you achieve a career progression
you are aiming for.
Identify professional development (PD) opportunities
The most effective way to develop your competency is by being intentional
about doing so. Search out workshops, books, online videos, webinars, and
other professionals that can help. Schedule time in your calendar to engage in
these opportunities, and treat that time as a non-negotiable commitment. CACUSS offers many PD opportunities that can help!
Challenge yourself with new projects
Depending on your position, you may be doing very similar tasks every day,
and you may feel you have a good grasp on the skills and knowledge required
to complete those tasks. Challenge yourself by taking on a new project or
starting a new initiative within your portfolio, volunteering at events held by other
departments, asking your supervisor if you can serve on a committee outside
your office, or take on a role with a professional organization (like CACUSS!).
Engage in critical self-reflection
It can be easy to look at the skills, attitudes and areas of knowledge in each
competency and say, “yup, I did that once!”, or to check off an area because
you’re embarrassed to admit that it’s a weakness. Be critical when assessing
your competence, and be a little hard on yourself. This approach will help
ensure you don’t miss out on developing competencies that could benefit
you in the future.
Keep your eyes peeled for new tools CACUSS is developing to help you
assess and develop your understanding of your competencies.
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WORDS OF ADVICE
We reached out to a few long-term CACUSS members to get their perspective
on the field, the organization, and what you should know. Whether you’re new
to the profession, new to your functional area, or simply new to CACUSS,
keep their advice in mind as you move forward!
KANDI McELARY
Director, Wellness Services (retired)
Life Member of CACUSS
Mount Royal University
As a newcomer to any group/organization/conference,
I’m usually intimidated when attending social functions.
CACUSS was different. From the beginning, I felt
completely welcomed and have continued to make many acquaintances
over the years. Often, roles on campuses are unique from other roles on
that campus. Through CACUSS, I found people in similar roles to mine and
collectively we developed a wonderful community of learning and sharing
over the years.
DAVID IP YAM, MEd
Project Director
Student Services Excellence
York University
Contract positions may be hard on the morale.
During my first year in Student Affairs, I was working
in a contract position and in retrospect, I’m grateful
that I treated this contract position as I do any other position: with the utmost
respect and commitment to make an impact with the time/resources that I had.
My experiences and connections from this contract position have continued to
pay dividends until this day.
In terms of PD, I’ve often been told to look at the job postings for roles that
I’d like to have and, from there, to develop a PD plan based on the gaps that
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I have in terms of skills, education and experiences. I think this is good advice.
In addition to pursuing formal education which interests me, I listen to podcasts
and read blogs or newsletters on management, psychology, leadership, and
higher education on a weekly basis. I’ve developed a habit of reaching out to
someone I don’t immediately work with once per term by taking interest in their
work/life. I also try to teach through workshops and presentations as often as
I can. I believe there needs to be a relationship between learning and sharing/
giving back. This practice keeps me up to date, inspired and creative.
CHRIS McGRATH
Vice-President, Student Success
George Brown College
My advice to new and emerging professionals is to
always create time and space to reflect. Doing so can
help ensure that we don’t get too caught up in either
our thinking or our doing. Reflection can take a few moments each day or week,
but take some time regularly to ask yourself: What did I learn about myself as a
professional? What did I learn about myself as a person? What more can I learn?
And answer those questions not only through theory and research, but also in
the hard work of professional practice. Because it’s in the balance of those two
spaces—thinking and doing—that we can learn the most about ourselves as
professionals who bring our hearts to work each day.
JENNIFER BROWNE
Director, Student Life
Memorial University
Joining and getting involved in CACUSS is one of the
most important and impactful decisions of my career.
The conferences/PD and the opportunity to volunteer
my time with the organization has linked me to a national network of students
affairs experts from coast to coast. Some have become mentors, others lifelong
friends. I encourage any new professional to join a committee, volunteer with
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a conference, present, apply for research and project grants and whatever
other opportunities CACUSS presents. It is a wonderful community and one
I am so very proud to be part of.
Professional development ≠ conferences. My best professional development
was being put on a six-month IT project that forced me to think beyond my
current scope—wit pushed my brain, heart and overall approach to every
other element of my work. It forced me to work at 135% every day for those
six months, and has stayed with me every day since. Projects, committees
and—dare I say it, meetings—can sometimes offer the best growth and
development.
JEN McMILLEN
Vice-Provost, Students
Ryerson University
Experiencing different institutions can be invaluable,
especially if the new positions you seek give you a
new experience. Try not to chase titles, and consider
things that may look like “lateral” moves when they contribute to the breadth
of your experience.
Mentorship can contribute wonderfully to how you experience ups and downs in
your career—consider seeking both formal and informal mentoring relationships.
And when you realize you’re in one, make sure to share with the other person
what that relationship means to you—don’t assume they will realize it!
Care about the overall strategy of the institution—and read the plans! While not
always the most gripping, grounding yourself in what matters to the organization
will help you advance priorities within your portfolio.
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SANDRA WONG
Aboriginal Academic Program Support
Coordinator/Learning Skills Instructor
Brock University
I have personally have been involved with CACUSS
for 10 years. The greatest asset of being a member of
CACUSS to me is attending the annual conference,
where I am able to connect with other NASSA members and share our stories
of success and also talk about the many hurdles that we may collectively face
in the attempt of Indigenizing our institutions. The annual conferences gives
me a source of renewed energy to continue to contribute to the good work
that is happening across the whole country. Over the past couple of years,
I have really seen a true effort of the general CACUSS membership working
towards inclusivity of Indigenous peoples in the organization and this is very
refreshing and important.
PEARL MENDONCA
Manager, Learning Support Centres
Mohawk College
It has been an awesome journey being involved
with CACUSS for the past two years as Faculty for
the New Professionals Institute (NPI). Through this
experience, I’ve had the opportunity to work and connect with folks new to
the field through to seasoned pros. I love that the Institute itself is structured to
encourage connections and community-building through shared experiences.
The NPI experience has been the most valuable professional development I’ve
had the opportunity to engage with, and I feel really grateful for the opportunity
to support and learn with new professionals in the field.
CACUSS, as an organization, keeps me connected to the larger field of Student
Affairs. It provides all of us with a space to discuss/share the successes and
challenges of our ever-changing institutions with like-minded colleagues. If you
are thinking of getting involved, reach out! There is always something you can
do to support the field, and your voice is important.
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NEIL BUDDEL, PhD
Dean of Students
Centennial College
I don’t know if I have advice per se, but I wonder
how many of you are wondering about your sense of
place—and when you “become” that student affairs
“professional” people talk about.
I had that feeling early in my career. While I had good people around me as role
models, I didn’t know how to become a competent “professional” and nor did
I feel connected to any association/community of practice—including CACUSS
—as they seemed to be established communities for established people.
I was intent on leaving student affairs.
Pivotal to me staying was hearing Peggy Patterson at a conference say: “We
are professionals in a profession because there’s a body of literature to inform
our work”. That statement provided direction for me—a map.
While I still have that feeling of not always knowing/feeling my place and how
to be “that professional”, it now translates to what I have control over—which
is to be the strongest student-centred “professional” I can be.
I define this as ensuring my work is grounded in the literature, that I contribute
to the dialogue around research and practice, and that I reflect deeply and
develop my blind spots (in terms of both competencies and biases).
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OTHER PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS
CACUSS is Canada’s major student affairs and services association, representing and serving those who work in the field at Canadian post-secondary
institutions. However, CACUSS is not the only professional student affairs
association that exists. Several international associations exist to represent
the field, and many areas of practice have their own associations as well.
These are a few examples, but ask around to your colleagues of where
they engage with professionals in their field!

OTHER CANADIAN ASSOCIATIONS RELATED
TO STUDENT AFFAIRS AND SERVICES
CERIC: Advancing Career Development in Canada
CERIC is a charitable organization that advances education and research
in career counselling and career development, in order to increase the economic
and social well-being of Canadians. CERIC hosts Cannexus, an annual career
development conference, publishes the Canadian Journal of Career Development, funds projects to develop innovative resources, and runs online
communities to provide learning and networking in the career field. ceric.ca
Association of Registrars of the
Universities and Colleges of Canada (ARUCC)
ARUCC provides leadership in the post-secondary education field and
service to its member institutions nationally and internationally, helping foster
the advancement of registrarial practices in Canada. Membership includes
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registrarial support and services, admissions, recruitment, scheduling, systems
and reporting, curriculum development, student records, student services, and
other personnel representing key SEM offices, including from the areas of
academic advising, fees, and student financial aid. arucc.ca

Ontario Association of College &
University Housing Officers (OACUHO)
OACHUO is a non-profit organization that advises college and universities
in Ontario on residence and residence facility issues. OACHUO is a regional
association associated with ACHUO-I. oacuho.com
Atlantic Association of College and
University Student Services (AACUSS)
AACUSS is a group of post-secondary student services professionals from
around Atlantic Canada. They support their members through professional
development, networking opportunities, highlighting effective student affairs
practice, and collaboration between institutions. aacuss.ca
Residence Life Professionals Association (RLPA)
RLPA is a member-arun organization of housing professionals from
across Western Canada. rlpa.ca
Canadian Association of Career
Educators and Employers (CACEE)
CACEE is an association that fosters partnership between educational
institutions and employers. CACEE provides networking opportunities,
professional development and education to employers and career service
professionals across Canada. cacee.com

INTERNATIONAL AND/OR U.S.-BASED ASSOCIATIONS
RELATED TO AREAS OF PRACTICE
NACADA: The Global Community for Academic Advising
NACADA is an association of professional advisors, counselors, faculty,
administrators, and students that promotes and supports quality academic
advising in institutions of higher education to enhance the educational
development of students. nacada.ksu.edu
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NODA: Association for Orientation,
Transition and Retention in Higher Education
NODA provides education, leadership, and professional development in
the fields of post-secondary student orientation, transition, and retention.
nodaweb.org

Association of College & University
Housing Office International (ACUHO-I)
ACUHO-I is the leading association for campus housing and residence life
professionals, and works to continuously optimize on-campus student living
environments. achuo-i.org
Association for Student Conduct Administration (ASCA)
ASCA advocates and supports members working in student conduct
administration and judicial affairs. theasca.org
NIRSA: Leaders in Collegiate Recreation
NIRSA is a professional association that comprises and supports leaders in
collegiate recreation. NIRSA believes that collegiate recreation is a significant
and powerful key to inspiring wellness in local, regional, and global communities,
and supports the learning and growth of post-secondary students by fostering
lifelong habits of well-being. nirsa.net

INTERNATIONAL AND/OR U.S.-BASED ASSOCIATIONS
RELATED TO STUDENT AFFAIRS AND SERVICES
NASPA: Student Affairs Administrators in Higher Education
NASPA is the leading association for the advancement, health, and sustainability
of the student affairs profession. They serve a full range of professionals who
provide programs, experiences, and services that cultivate student learning and
success in concert with the mission of post-secondary institutions. naspa.org
ACPA: College Student Educators International
ACPA is the leading comprehensive student affairs association that advances
student affairs and engages students for a lifetime of learning and discovery.
The mission of the Association is to support and foster college student learning
through the generation and dissemination of knowledge, which informs policies,
practices, and programs. myacpa.org
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FURTHER READING
This handbook is meant to be a start at introducing you to the field of student
affairs and to CACUSS as a professional organization but is certainly not
intended to be a comprehensive source of information. Working in student
affairs means committing to a life of learning. Below are a few suggested
resources that will help you learn more about CACUSS and more about
the field, and help you become a stronger practitioner.

The Mission of Student Services
The Mission of Student Services is a position paper written by CACUSS in
1989. The paper presents a foundation for enhancing the experience of students
by outlining the values and assumptions that shape student affairs work, and
the basic responsibilities, structures, and functions of the field.
Find the paper here:
cacuss.ca/resources/publications-and-webinars.html

Leaders in Learning: Student Affairs in Canada in the
21st Century & Implications for the Canadian Association
of College and University Student Services
In 2011, CACUSS published Leaders in Learning, a paper that aimed to
position both the field of student affairs and the organization itself in the
context of the 21st century. The paper highlighted current trends and issues,
including strategic enrolment management, student engagement, mental
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health and well-being, physical spaces, distance learning, assessment, and
technology. The paper also asked a number of questions about the role and
future of CACUSS, and marked the cumulation of the CACUSS Identity Project.
Find the paper here:
cacuss.ca/resources/publications-and-webinars.html

Achieving Student Success:
Effective Student Services in Higher Education
edited by Donna Hardy Cox and C. Carney Strange
Achieving Student Success is the first book that discusses student services
through a Canadian lens. With contributions from a number of Canadian
scholar-practitioners, the book provides an overview of the various student
services found at most institutions, and discusses service integration, organization,
and leadership. Regardless of your area of practice, this book will teach you
the principles that underlie effective student services.
Order the book at a discounted rate through CACUSS:
cacuss.ca/resources/publications-and-webinars.html

Serving Diverse Students in Canadian Higher Education
edited by Donna Hardy Cox and C. Carney Strange
In response to Canada’s rapidly changing student population, Serving
Diverse Students in Canadian Higher Education presents new thinking
about how education in general, and student services in particular, should be
designed and delivered. The book focuses on the best programs and practices
in Canadian colleges and universities to improve the educational experiences
of students who are Indigenous, people of colour, francophone, LGBTQ+,
disabled, and adult learners, as well as international and first-generation
students.
Order the book at a discounted rate through CACUSS:
cacuss.ca/resources/publications-and-webinars.html
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Colonized Classrooms:
Racism, Trauma and Resistance in Post-Secondary Education
by Sheila Cote-Meek
In Colonized Classrooms, Sheila Cote-Meek discusses how Aboriginal students
confront narratives of colonial violence in the postsecondary classroom, while they
are, at the same time, living and experiencing colonial violence on a daily basis.
Basing her analysis on interviews with Aboriginal students, teachers and Elders,
Cote-Meek deftly illustrates how colonization and its violence are not a distant
experience, but one that is being negotiated every day in universities and
colleges across Canada.
Order the book through Fernwood Publishing:
fernwoodpublishing.ca/book/colonized-classrooms

Learning Reconsidered 2
by ACPA, ACHUO-I, ACUI, NACA, NACADA, NASPA, NIRSA
A follow-up to Learning Reconsidered: A Campus-Wide Focus on the
Student Experience, Learning Reconsidered 2 provides a blueprint for creating
the dialogue, tools, and materials necessary to move beyond the traditional ideas
of separate learning inside and outside the classroom, and begin creating
institution-wide student learning outcomes.
This book is available on Amazon and is also often available for a discounted
price through the authoring professional association for those who are
members.
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Student Services: A Handbook for the Profession
edited by John H. Schuh, Susan R. Jones and Vasti Torres
A comprehensive student affairs textbook, Student Services: A Handbook for
the Profession, provides an overview of the foundations, philosophies, ethics, and
theories that guide today’s student affairs professional. The text covers the history
of higher education and student affairs, organizational frameworks, the theoretical
bases of development, learning, identity, and change, and touches on a number
of professional competencies.
The book is available on Amazon.

Student Development in College: Theory, Research, and Practice
by Lori D. Patton, Kristen A. Renn, Florence M. Guido
and Stephen John Quaye
Student Development in College is the most well-known textbook covering
student development theory, and a key reference for practitioners committed to
conscious and intentional student affairs practice. The text covers foundational
theories of the field, as well as new and emerging theories, and provides
guidance in applying theory to practice.
The book is available on Amazon.
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